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Convert automatic to manual license dubai

Did you know that if you have an automatic driving licence in the UAE you are not allowed to drive a manual vehicle? An automatic driver's license by definition prevents you from legally driving a manual-gearbox car on the public road in the UAE. Keep this in mind before buying a car in Dubai, UAE with manual
transmission! For people who want to be able to drive both or switch to a manual one, RTA Dubai has some encouraging news. Applying for a manual driver's license in the UAE used to be a daunting prospect. Regardless of the fact that you can drive an automatic car, you had to register for lessons, pass an evaluation
of an authorized driving school, and then take a manual transmission driving test. Starting in October, the new RTA rules will soon remove those extensive restrictions that allow automatic licensees to take a test for a manual car without any lessons beforehand. Since by obtaining your automatic license you were already
aware of the rules of the road, it makes sense to jump directly to the test. This test will be specifically designed to measure your ability to drive manual cars while observing road rules. According to the Director of Driver Licenses at the RTA, the test focuses on handling the manual gear system instead of driving skills.
Dealing with manual transmission cars requires a certain set of skills that are not relevant in an automatic drive car. Therefore, drivers will be judged on the attention paid to the road as they change gears, the ability to change gears without getting distracted by the task, and how they deal with the smooth change of gears
while driving. Don't worry, failing this test doesn't mean your auto vehicle license will be taken away. It will only mean that you may need some lessons or find a way to address your weaknesses before reapply for the test. On the other hand, passing the test would mean that you can legally drive both manual and
automatic transmission cars on public roads in the UAE. So if you feel that an automatic license-only is holding you back, simply convert your license to a manual after passing the driving test. And whether you're looking to buy a car in Dubai, UAE, whether it's an automatic or one with a manual gearbox, CarSwitch has a
large inventory of well-maintained used cars for sale in the UAE to choose from. We hope you enjoy the experience of change! Image for illustrative purposes - UAE Driver's Licenses Image Credit: Arshad Ali/Gulf News Dubai: Dubai Road and Transport Authority (RTA) has to requests from 4,377 motorists who wanted
to change their auto-driving licenses to manuals. The launch of this service aims to meet the needs of light driving licensees looking to convert their auto driver's license category to a manual transmission. Up to 4,377 driver's licenses have been converted so far, now, 1,416 applications filed in 2019, said Sultan Al Akraf,
Director of Driver Licenses, RTA Licensing Agency. Applicants would be tested without undergoing training lessons at the RTA. The test would focus on handling the manual gear system. If the test is not carried out, the applicant will be notified of their areas of improvement and may select an appropriate way to improve
those points before reapply for an examination, he said. Dealing with manual transmission needs certain skills such as attention while changing gears, the ability to change gears without distractions and cope with smooth shifting between gears while driving. It is a different case scenario for manual transmission driving
license holders. They can easily cope with automatic transmission without testing, as automatic transmission requires no action while driving, he explained. Dubai: The Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has opened a door that allows interested auto-transmission driver's license holders to transfer their licenses to
Manual Transmission, in the light vehicle category. The service will begin this October. It is now possible for holders of light driver's licensees in the Automatic Transmission category to request the change of their licenses to the Manual Transmission category, starting this October, said Jamal Al Sada Director of Driver
Licenses, at the RTA Licensing Agency. Applicants would be examined without undergoing training lessons at the RTA. The test would not relate to driving skills, but would prefer to focus on handling the manual gear system. In the event of a failure of the test, the applicant would be notified of their weaknesses and can
select the appropriate way to improve those points before reapply for an examination, he said. Dealing with manual transmission needs certain skills, such as attention to the road while changing gears, the ability to change gears without distractions and cope with the smooth shift between gears while driving. It is a
different case scenario for manual transmission driver's license holders. They can easily cope with automatic transmission without testing, as the automatic transmission does not need any action while driving. RTA is doing its best to meet the needs of drivers through simplified processes as they are closely related to
road safety and users. These efforts translate into the realization of RTA's vision of Safe &amp; Smooth Transport for All, Al Sada added. Image used only illustrative purposes. The Dubai Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has responded to requests from 4,377 motorists requesting to change their automatic driving
licences to manuals. The launch of this service aims to meet the needs of light driving license holders looking to convert their category of to a manual transmission. About 4,377 driver's licenses have so far been converted, including 1,416 applications filed in 2019,said Sultan Al Akraf, Director of Driver Licenses,
Licensing Agency, RTA. Applicants would be tested without undergoing training lessons at the RTA. The test would focus on handling the manual gear system. If the test is not carried out, the applicant will be notified of their areas of improvement and may select an appropriate way to improve those points before reapply
for an examination, he said. Dealing with manual transmission needs certain skills such as attention while changing gears, the ability to change gears without distractions and cope with smooth shifting between gears while driving. This is a different scenario for manual transmission driver's licensees. They can easily cope
with automatic transmission without testing, as automatic transmission requires no action while driving, he explained. RTA is doing its best to meet the needs of drivers through simplified processes as they are closely related to road safety and users. Such efforts result in the realization of RTA's vision of Safe &amp;
Smooth Transport for All, Al Akraf concluded. RTA intends to use the big data received through Customers Relations Management, CRM, system, call center (8009090), website and digital media in the projection of customer opinions and trends related to its services on offer. The ultimate goal of moving is to achieve a
higher rating of customer satisfaction and happiness, RTA said. At a meeting with directors of RTA's Corporate Administrative Support Services Sector, Mattar Mohammed Al Tayer, Director General and Chairman of the Board of Directors, stressed the importance of improving RTA services for clients. It called for
simplifying procedures and reducing RTA transaction processing time to keep you on top of major global practices. Analyzing customer reviews and trends is part of the results of RTA's digital strategy of using big data to improve customer satisfaction. In the initial phase, views and reviews received through the CRM
system and Twitter account would be analyzed and geographic sources identified. At a later stage, the process would encompass demographic analysis and extend to all media channels. The meeting examined the automation of customer needs, FICI, to enable RTA customers to obtain services customized to their
needs and and more accessibility. The system, the first of its kind among government entities, lists and analyzes all data from different sources in order to leverage the customer service experience. Show/Hide Slide Menu on the left Show/Hide Staff Report from right/Dubai slide menu archived on August 17, 2017 ? Last
updated on August 17, 2017 at 09.30 am Test Test they don't focus on driving skills, but on the ability to change gears without distractions. Do you have a driver's license for automatic vehicles but love lever change? There's good news for you! The Dubai Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has announced a new
service that allows auto-transmission driver licensees to transfer their licenses to manual transmission in the light vehicle category. The service will start in October. It is now possible for holders of light driving licences in the auto-transmission category to request the change of their licenses to the manual transmission
category starting this October, said Jamal Al Sada, director of driver's licenses at the RTA licensing agency. Applicants would be tested without undergoing training lessons at the RTA. The test would not relate to driving skills, but would prefer to focus on handling the manual gear system. In the event of failure of the
test, the applicant would be notified of his weaknesses and can select appropriate ways to improve those points before reapply for a test, he said. Dealing with manual transmission needs certain skills, such as paying attention on the road while changing gears, the ability to change gears without distractions and cope
with the smooth shift between gears while driving. It is a different case scenario for manual transmission driving license holders. They can easily cope with automatic transmission without testing, as the automatic transmission does not need any action while driving. To Miss Added: The RTA is doing everything it can to
meet the needs of drivers through simplified processes, as they are closely related to road safety and users. reporters@khaleejtimes.com ERROR: Macro /ads/dfp-ad-article-new missing! Lack!
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